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Second Term English Test 2
COMPUTER
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Part One :
Reading comprehension (07pts)
ions.
Task one : I read the text and answer these questions.
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Computer is a device that transforms data into meaningful information. Data can be
anything like marks obtained by you in various subjects. It can also be name, age, weight,
ight,
height, etc. of all the students in a class.
Computer is composed of hardware and software. The term hardware refers
efers
rs to the
physical components such as the system unit, keyboard, mouse, monitor etc. The
he software
refers to instructions that run the computer.The computer performs basically
sically
lly five major
ma
operations of functions : it accepts data or instruction by way of input,
it
t, it stores data,
da
can process data as required by the user, it gives results in the form
orm
rm of output,
outpu and it
controls all operations inside a computer.

1) What is a computer ?
puter
er ?
2) What are the two main parts of the computer
erformed by the
th computer?
3) Find in the text three basic operationss performed
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Task two : A-I find in the text words
in meaning to :
Data =
tha ar
B- I find in the text words that
are opposites to :
ut ‡
Input
righ word for each picture.
C-I find in the text the right

astery
ery of Languag
Lan
Mastery
Language : (07pts)

en

A- I circle the correct past tense verb .
1) I (meeted/met) my friend in the park
2) The glass (falled/fell) off the table and (broke/breaked).
B- I complete the sentences with the past continuous tense of the verbs in parentheses.
1)Lots of people (dance)
in the street.
2) Mike (wash)
his car.
Part Two : Written Production (06pts)
In few lines, I write about what can I do with a computer.
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